Welcome to Caxita Tech Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

We have entered the age of digital technology. Computer exists everywhere from a small kiosk to giant corporate house. Amongst all the sectors, information technology is following and will pave a path for faster growth. In fact e-business is becoming the most favored word with corporate as it took over from traditional business practices. A clear perception of the growing requirements of the corporate world in the area of IT has enabled CAXITA to develop programs of specific relevance for the present and the future.

Caxita formerly known as Soft Adds Pvt. Ltd. is a leading solution provider for Internet and Intranet based applications. Established in 2005, The Company has been promoted by some highly experienced Professionals dedicated to provide total IT solutions under one roof and already created a space in the industry with its unique products and services. It possesses not only the latest technology gadgets but also the most knowledgeable and experienced hands to offer most user friendly customized solutions.

Our Domain Expertise and Services includes but not limited to Travel Solutions, Tourism Solutions, Sales and Marketing Solutions (CRM), Hospital Management Solutions, E-commerce applications, Car Dealer Management systems, Auction Systems, CMS Applications, Web Design and Development, Online Marketing, Content Management, Interactive Media and Managed Hosting.
Airline Booking System
- One Way
- Round Trip
- Secured booking with auto fill option
- Multi City
- Air fare calendar
- Save search
- Discounted Return Fares
- Share with social media
- Live ticketing/cancellation
- Weather info for destination

Tour booking system
- Real Time Booking
- Social Media Integration
- Credit Card storage options
- Currency and language settings
- online support and phone support
- Voucher and promo code management
- Detailed sales report
- SMS and email automation

Hotel Reservation System
- Search by city/hotel
- Advanced search (Star, Price, Breakfast)
- Modify search
- Grid and List view
- Hotel results on Google map
- live voucher and cancellation
- SMS/Email ticket and invoice
- Weather info on destination/city

Cruise Booking Portal
- Instant online booking
- Driving directions and travel tips
- Deck plans
- Cabin layouts
- Real time inventory of all major players
“CAXITRA”- An Exclusive and Complete Online Solution for your Travel Operations...

CAXITRA provides you scores of advantages over other players of the industry both technical wise and product wise – A 24/7 booking portal which is highly user friendly and fully browser compatible and loaded with features like Microsoft WCF Technology, Microsoft Cache Control Architecture, Advanced Thread Concept, Plug and Play Architecture, Corporate Management Tool (CMT), B2B, B2C, Ticket Queuing Facility, Business Management Facility, Carrier Specific Availability Flight Search etc., makes CAXITRA a much more reliable and profitable solution to reach the realms of Business Excellence along with improved client satisfaction.
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B2B With strong Admin panel
B2B module has a fully flexible search panel that allows the travel agent to search itineraries and give the best rate to customers. The result display with details of commission helps them to sell the tickets which are more profitable to the agency.

Mobile Apps
Caxita is a leading travel technology company providing online travel solutions and travel portal development. We deliver online travel booking portals for Flight, Hotel, Car, Sports, Holiday packages, Cruise etc. in B2B and B2C. One of the best ways your travel.

Fully Responsive Design
A single URL is always better than two
As we said, a single but responsive website allows you to keep your backlinks and therefore you can focus on one SEO campaign, which is for sure cheaper than two. Consequently, all your links will be directed to one domain which increases your website in the search engine results page. Also your social shares will be built on one URL, so when your site is shared all the content will be clear and consistent, regardless the device. Last but not least, responsive eliminates the time for waiting useless redirects.

B2C Travel booking system
Caxita is a leading travel technology company providing online travel solutions and travel portal development. We deliver online travel booking portals for Flight, Hotel, Car, Sports, Holiday packages, Cruise etc. in B2B and B2C. One of the best ways your travel.

GDS Itinerary retrieval System
Caxita Itinerary is an add-on application running using Galileo GDS that allows users to produce itineraries for pnr’s that are resident on the Galileo systems. The itineraries produced can be emailed, printed or copied to 3rd party applications such as MS-Wo
Our Happy Clients

- CityBookers
- HJOZZAT
- metrip
- Tathkarah.com
- EJAZZA TRAVEL
  SINCE 1981
- Viaggiskyo.com
- outlettravels.com
- AFA Kuwait
- 3musafren